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CARLING TECHNOLOGIES
The Company
Industry
Manufacturer of hydraulic magnetic
circuit breakers, thermal circuit
breakers, electrical switches and
assemblies, power distribution
centers, digital switching systems,
and electronic controls

Founder Arthur Carling established the company in 1920 and, as a skilled tool
maker, first limited his work to tool and dies and special machinery. He quickly
recognized the vast opportunity in the emerging electrical industry, however, and
within a few years began to direct Carling Tool & Machine’s expansion into this area.
Today, the company now ranks among the world’s largest privately owned
manufacturers of hydraulic magnetic circuit breakers, thermal circuit breakers,
electrical switches and assemblies, power distribution centers, digital switching
systems, and electronic controls.

“

Globally, there are over 2,000 employees working for Carling,
providing solutions to customers’ application needs with innovation,
value, and world-class service for both standard and custom products.
Carling’s breadth and depth of standard product offerings gives
customers literally millions of configuration choices to meet the
demands of
its strategic markets.
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immediately impressed with its functionality. The product would allow them to
easily identify the root cause of reconciling issues and prevent many of them from
occurring in the future. RapidReconciler® would also decrease the time and effort
required to identify and correct outstanding reconciling items. Based on their
analysis, they decided it was the perfect solution to address Carling’s inventory
issues and decided to purchase it.

The Results
Linda Ferguson, the Controller at Carling, was most impressed with the results
achieved once the solution was installed at Carling. “We now use RapidReconciler®
on a daily basis to ensure inventory remains in balance with the general ledger in
JD Edwards. We can immediately identify and easily resolve variances daily
resulting from various cardex discrepancies, batch postings problems, work orders
issues, and other reconciling items.”
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Linda also discussed the ability of the product to identify the root cause of issues
so they could be prevented in the future. “RapidReconciler® identified AAI,
warranty and other setup issues that were causing us to be out of balance.
We were able to correct these setup issues and prevent the discrepancies from
occurring in the future. It also identified a receiving issue caused by
a third-party software tool. Carling was able to quickly address and correct this issue
with the tool provider. RapidReconciler® is also an invaluable tool during the audit
process providing a complete audit reconciliation report and audit trail for each
reconciling item. We can run it at any time for any period ending date.”

GSI, Inc.
As a certified Oracle Platinum Partner and a recognized industry
leader, GSI, Inc. (GetGSI.com) specializes in providing a broad
spectrum of business, functional, and technical consulting services
for Oracle JD Edwards, Oracle NetSuite, Oracle Cloud, Salesforce
and other enterprise systems. The client-centric consultancy offers
a comprehensive suite of solutions including AppCare, a 24/7
managed service; GENIUS, an advanced monitoring application;
GENISYS, a solution for modeling, measuring and maximizing system
performance; gShield, a security application; RapidReconciler®,
its inventory reconciliation software and JDE Cloud9, a complete
cloud-based hosted service. GSI consulting services are backed by
its signature 100% guarantee. Founded in 2004, the rapidly growing
company is headquartered in Atlanta with locations nationwide.
GSI, Inc. was named to Inc. Magazine’s Inc.5000 list of fastest growing
companies for two consecutive years.
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• Switches
• Circuit Protection
• Electrical Switches
• Power Distribution Units
• Custom Solutions
• Electronic controls

Solutions

“We were able to

correct set-up issues
and prevent the
discrepancies from
occurring in the future.
RapidReconciler® is
also an invaluable
tool during the audit
process. We can run it
at any time for any
period ending date.
L inda
Ferguson,
Controller

RapidReconciler® is a registered trademark of GSI, Inc. All other trade names are the property of their respective owners.
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• Fixed Accounting
Instructions
• Revised
Processes to Prevent
Future Recurrence
• Corrected
Issue with Third
Party Vendor
• Reduced Time Spent
Reconciling Inventory
• Key

Part of

Audit Process
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